ABSTRACT Stereo matching is a challenging problem in the field of computer vision and has recently received extensive attention. However, the traditional methods are labor intensive and premised on specific conditions. In this paper, we propose a robust stereo matching cost algorithm that relies on refined features extracted by a stack auto-encoder. These features are robust for different types of image pairs, which significantly improve the generality of the proposed matching algorithm. In addition, we smoothed the belief volume with a guided filter to improve the performance of the belief propagation algorithm on edge regions. To deal with the time consumption issue of the standard belief propagation algorithm, we also proposed a constraint method to speed it up. This constraint does not degrade the matching results and can easily be generalized to other message passing algorithms. The experiments conducted on a Middlebury benchmark dataset demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
Stereo matching is one of the most fundamental and popular topics in the field of computer vision. Stereo matching aims to estimate a disparity map from two consecutive images taken from different viewpoints. Given these disparities, the depths of the points can be mapped. A great deal of attention has been paid to this field. However, stereo matching is still a challenging problem due to the negative influence of noise, textureless regions, depth discontinuities and occlusion. Schartein and Szeliski provided an extensive review of different stereo matching algorithms to evaluate their pros and cons. According to [1] , stereo matching algorithms can be generally classified as local and global methods. Local methods aggregate the matching cost within a support window and use a winner-take-all (WTA) strategy to derive the optimal disparities. By contrast, global methods determine the disparity map by minimizing a global energy function and usually achieve better results than local methods. However, it is necessary to propose a new method that can overcome the disadvantages of global and local methods.
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was You Yang. Stereo matching algorithms generally consist of four steps: matching cost computation, cost aggregation, disparity computation/optimization and disparity refinement [1] . Matching cost is often based on the absolute/square differences of pixel intensities or colors, but these methods are sensitive to noise. Robust matching cost measurements, for example, gradientbased measures [2] as well as rank and census transform, were proposed to improve the matching performance, which can alleviate the effects of illumination variation and camera gain bias [3] . Another study proposed mutual information measurement, which is insensitive to the radiometric relationships among images [4] . Unfortunately, this method works well at the cost of losing raw information. Birchfield and Tomasi [5] proposed a sampling-insensitive matching cost algorithm. However, since these methods have different strengths and weaknesses, a combination of multiple methods may achieve better performance. Zhan et al. [6] combined image color absolute differences, gradient information and census transforms to improve matching performance. Shi et al. [7] used the hybrid sum of absolute differences and a census transform as the integrated cost data. These matching cost methods are computationally intensive and cannot function well in the case of significant deviation from design conditions. Deep learning, or feature learning, is one alternative for dealing with these issues. Zbontar and LeCun [8] achieved the desired results by training a convolutional neural network (CNN) on pairs of small image patches to refine the necessary features. Then, the refined features were used to enhance the matching cost computation. Luo et al. [9] used a simple dot product to integrate the two branches of the network on the top of the convolution layers with the aim of dramatically improving the efficiency of the CNN. However, CNNs are supervised learning methods that assume the true disparity is known in advance, which is impractical for many applications. Nguyen et al. [10] proposed an unsupervised learning method to represent (or calculate) image patches, which were then used to compute matching costs. To achieve the desired accuracy, the learned transformation function in the method has to be tuned well in advance.
Cost aggregation is the second important step for local methods because it can suppress noise effectively. Local methods are usually based on the assumption that pixels within the support window have similar disparities. In this case, the simplest aggregation method is to calculate the average matching cost within a support window. However, the assumption of similar disparities is not valid at object boundaries or on slanted surfaces. Yoon and Kweon [11] proposed an adaptive weight approach to aggregate matching costs within the support window. As with the bilateral filter, the weight in this approach depends on color and spatial similarity among neighboring pixels. This method can preserve edges and achieve acceptable results. However, its computational complexity increases significantly in the case of a large support region, even though it performs better than global methods. Many approximation methods, such as real time bilateral filters [12] - [14] , have been proposed to speed up the bilateral filter at the cost of the matching accuracy. He et al. [15] proposed a type of local filter, called a guided filter, to preserve edge information as effectively as the bilateral filter. Since the runtime of a guided filter is independent of the support region size, increasing the size of the support region does not generally impose a significant computational burden [16] . Unfortunately, the aforementioned cost aggregation methods usually constrain the information within a local region and are ineffective in texture-free regions. Yang [17] aggregated the matching cost adaptively based on a minimum spanning tree (MST), which outperformed traditional local cost aggregation methods in textureless regions. The MST-based aggregation method is non-local and has an extremely low computational complexity requirement. One limitation of this method is that it cannot function well with high-frequency textured regions. Choi and Chang [18] proposed a learning method to fuse multiple heterogeneous filters at each pixel. This combined cost aggregation method takes advantage of the guided filter and the tree filter to achieve good results on a benchmark dataset. However, this approach does not always function well in occluded regions.
Unlike local methods, global methods function by maximizing an a posteriori estimate under a Markov random field (MRF). This MRF model can encode various prior constraints. The strengths and weaknesses of global methods can be examined clearly. Over the last few years, the performance of global methods has been dramatically improved by new optimization algorithms, such as belief propagation (BP) [19] and graph cuts (GC) [20] . To the best of our knowledge, the graph cut method can perform well and has the lowest energy consumption for computing cost functions. However, it imposes special requirements on the structure of the cost function, which limits its applicability. On the other hand, BP is widely used in computer vision and is well known for its simple implementation. The standard BP algorithm requires significant memory space and runtime, which limits its practical applications. Several methods have recently been proposed to reduce the complexity of the BP algorithm. Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher [21] used a hierarchical strategy to reduce the number of message-passing iterations, thus speeding up the BP algorithm by several orders of magnitude while obtaining results as good as other global methods. Yang et al. [22] fixed the number of disparity levels in the original formulation. For this method, the memory cost and runtime are independent of the number of disparity levels, and it was proven to be the most efficient BP algorithm at that time. However, the resulting disparity map is not accurate in discontinuous regions. Liang et al. [23] split the MRF into many tiles and stored the message only on neighboring tiles. This tile-wise BP algorithm reduces the memory requirement in parallel computing contexts, which results in an efficient hardware implementation. However, the speed is sacrificed. Noorshams and Wainwright [24] proposed a low-complexity BP algorithm, called stochastic belief propagation, which only passes randomly selected partial information to its neighbors at each round. Another drawback of BP is that it often goes into a loop and finds solutions with higher energy than GCs. To break these loops in BP, Wainwright et al. [25] proposed a new energy minimization method called max-product tree-reweighted message passing (TRW), which decomposes the original distribution into a convex combination of tree-structure distributions. Kolmogorov [26] et al. formulated a weak tree agreement condition and updated messages in a special sequential order to improve the performance of TRW.
In short, the main contributions of this work are as follows: (1) Unlike standard methods, we used a stack auto-encoder to extract abstract features within image patches. Matching costs were then computed with these features, which obviously improves the generality of the matching algorithm. (2) The belief volume of the BP algorithm was filtered by a guided filter that coordinates a global method and a local method. As a result, the drawbacks of the local and global methods can compensate for each other. Mozerov and Weijer [27] formulated a fully connected MRF model to aggregate matching costs. Then, they used a locally connected MRF to estimate the disparity map. This approach achieves a state-of-the-art result at the cost of significant time consumption. Unlike in [27] , we use a guided filter to preserve edge information, which results in less time consumption. (3) Unlike standard methods, the BP algorithm is sped up by a proposed constraint based on the entropy of belief. Entropy can be considered as an indicator of the degree of confidence in the estimated disparity and can be used to determine ground control points (GCPs). As in [7] , GCPs are determined adaptively, and the disparities of other points can be estimated through messages received from these GCPs.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: The structure and details of the proposed algorithm are described in Section 2. Section 3 shows experiment results for a Middlebury benchmark dataset. Finally, Section 4 concludes the paper.
II. PROPOSED STEREO MATCHING METHOED
This research proposes a robust stereo matching cost algorithm based on two motivations: (1) Existing methods are labor intensive and suitable only for special conditions. (2) A method with an experience-based parameter setting may not be optimal for all images. A schematic of the proposed algorithm is shown in Fig. 1 , and the next sections provide a detailed description of the proposed method.
A. STACK AUTO-ENCODER
An auto-encoder is an unsupervised learning algorithm that tries to learn a representation for a dataset y = (x). It can learn features from unlabeled data automatically. To extract more abstract and invariant features, several auto-encoders can be stacked to form a deep architecture, but this result in the loss of some detailed information and, therefore, reduced performance. We use a stack auto-encoder with two hidden layers to extract features from image patches. The two-hidden-layer network derives from the tradeoff between robustness and accuracy. The computation that this network represents is
where (W , b) = (W (1) , W (2) , W (3) , b (1) , b (2) , b (3) ) are the weight matrix and bias vector, respectively; a (1) and a (2) are features extracted by the first and second hidden layers; and f (•) represents an activation function. In this paper, we let f (•) be the sigmoid function
This network has to be carefully trained before application. The training process involves learning network parameters (W , b) that result in y ≈ x. The training data set X = {x (i) } comes from the 2006 Middlebury stereo dataset. To train the network, we randomly pick one image from the image set and then randomly sample an image patch from the selected image. The image patch is converted to a vector to obtain a training example x (i) . Greedy layer-wise pre-training is an efficient strategy to train a stack auto-encoder. Its central idea is to train each hidden layer independently and then fine-tune all the layers as a single model. The two-hidden-layer stack auto-encoder can be divided into two auto-encoders:
To train the first auto-encoder, we define a cost function
KL(ρ|| j ) (7) where n is the number of training examples, n I is the number of units in the input layer and n 1 is the number of units in the first hidden layer. W
is an element of W (1,l) and λ is a weight decay parameter that is used to avoid over fitting. The last term in (7) denotes KL divergence, which is a sparsity VOLUME 7, 2019 term defined as
where ρ, a small value close to zero, is a sparsity parameter and β is a penalty term.
The initial values of the network parameters (W (1, 1) , W (1, 2) , b (1, 1) , b (1, 2) ) are generated randomly and updated iteratively using an optimization method, namely, a limited memory Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno algorithm (L-BFGS). The second auto-encoder is trained similarly to the first one. When these two auto-encoders have been trained, let
We can merge these two auto-encoders into a single network. Then, we use a fine-tuning strategy to improve the weights in the stacked auto-encoder. The overall cost function is now
Then, we use L-BFGS algorithm to update the parameters (W , b). Unlike in Nguyen et al. [10] , our input to the network is a 3 × 3 image patch. We found that detailed information will be removed as the size of the image patch is increased, which results in over-smoothing. The first hidden layer has 81 nodes, which are used to increase the degree of discrimination among features, and the second hidden layer has 25 nodes. In the next step, the features extracted by this network are used to compute matching costs. This network has few input nodes and can be trained easily. More details about the auto-encoder can be found in [28] and [29] .
B. MATCHING COST USING A LEARNING STRATEGY
Cost computation is an important step in stereo matching algorithms. Excellent cost matching will simplify the subsequent steps and result in greater accuracy. The traditional methods were designed for specific conditions and require significant expert knowledge. These methods are labor intensive and will fail in cases that deviate significantly from the specifications of their original design. We use a stack auto-encoder to extract robust features from image patches, and then feed these features to an algorithm that computes matching costs. Since color images contain more information than gray images, we will extract features from a color image.
The matching cost of each channel is computed as follows:
P m L (i, j) and P m R (i, j) are image patches on the left and right image which are centered at (i, j) and (i − d, j), respectively. a (2) (P(i, j) ) represents feature extraction by the stack autoencoder. f census is a census transform and H is the Hamming distance. The matching cost for pixel p(i, j) is
where T c is a truncation value that eliminates the effects of outliers.
The sigmoid function is easy to saturate, so the features extracted by the network are similar for different image patches. It is unsuitable to use these features directly. In this light, the census transform encodes the spatial structure of local regions into digital strings and can enhance the degree of discrimination among different image patches.
C. FILTERED BELIEF PROPAGATION
The BP algorithm is a powerful inference tool for Markov networks and is widely used to estimate disparities in stereo matching applications. It can obtain accurate disparity maps, but its main weakness lies in its high computational complexity and memory consumption. Another disadvantage of BP method is that it doesn't work well in discontinue regions. To deal with this problem, the belief volume is filtered by a guided filter in this paper. A guided filter is an efficient filter that can preserve details in discontinuous regions of the image. This hybrid method takes advantage of both global methods and local methods. Furthermore, to speed up the BP algorithm, we add a constraint to reduce redundant computation.
The standard BP algorithm is a max-product algorithm that works by passing messages between neighbors around graph. The max-product form can be transformed into min-sum version by a negative log operation. The min-sum version is less sensitive to numeral artifacts. The standard algorithm is as follows:
(1) Initialize all messages m kp = 0 and message m p (d) = Cost(p, d), where m kp is the message passed from pixel k to p and m p is the message passed from the observed node to p. These messages are vectors whose dimensions are given by the number of possible disparities.
(2) Update messages m kp iteratively for t = 1 : T as follows: (14) where N k \p consists of the neighbors (four-connected) of pixel k without p and φ (d p , d k ) is called the smooth function. Then, the message is normalized to
The smooth function measures the cost of neighboring pixels with different disparities and is defined as follows in this paper: 
The optimal disparity of the pixel is
An example of message passing is shown in Fig. 2 . The message passing algorithm considers information from every pixel to estimate the optimal disparity map. Some details of the image pair will be lost, especially at discontinuous regions. We use a guided filter to alleviate this weakness. The main advantages of the guided filter are that it can preserve edge information in image pairs and its runtime is independent of the size of the support window. We use a guided filter to filter the belief volume; to be more precise, the output of the filter at pixel p is
The filter weight W p,k depends on the guidance image I and is defined as
where µ s and s are the mean vector and covariance of I in a support window centered at s with dimensions w × w. U is the identity matrix and ε is a smoothness parameter. More details can be found in [15] .
Raw color images are chosen as the guidance images in this paper. Once the belief volume is filtered, the optimal disparity is chosen in a winner-take-all manner as follows:
Another disadvantage of the BP algorithm is its high computational complexity. We use an entropy-based constraint to eliminate redundant computation. The entropy of the belief volume is defined as
Entropy is used to describe the amount of disorder in a variable. The entropy of belief can be calculated after receiving messages from neighboring pixels. When the entropy converges, the pixel is labeled as a stable pixel. Since messages between two stable pixels remain unchanged, a great deal of redundant computation can be reduced by this constraint. kp . Otherwise, the message is updated by (14) . The initial value of the entropy is H 0 p = 0, and
This entropy matrix is updated at each iteration to (25) This constraint can speed up the BP algorithm dramatically without reducing accuracy.
After belief propagation, we use left right consistency (LRC) to detect occluded pixels, and the disparities of occluded pixels are replaced by the lower disparity values of corresponding pixels:
where d * p,L is the disparity of pixel p in the left image and
is the disparity of the corresponding pixel in the right image.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To evaluate the performance of the proposed methods, we perform experiments on a Middlebury benchmark dataset. The parameters are set up as in Table 1 .
In this paper, we use the error rate, which means the percentage of error matches, to quantify the performance of the algorithm. It is defined as follows:
where 1(•) is an indicator function and N is the number of pixels. 
A. EFFECTS OF THE AUTO-ENCODER
To assess the performance of the stack auto-encoder, we compute matching cost volumes with raw image patches and extract the features refined by the auto-encoders, respectively. Then, we use a WTA strategy to estimate disparity maps, as shown in Fig. 4 . Fig. 4 suggests that objects in a disparity map generated from raw images are highly corrupted by noise (Fig. 4 (a) ), whereas its counterpart with the abstract-feature treatment is clearer (Fig. 4 (b-d) ). It is worth noting that when we increase the number of hidden layers and the number of input nodes, the ability of the auto-encoder to suppress noise is enhanced, but the edges of objects are blurred; e.g., two arms of the lamp in Fig, 4 (d) are almost fused together. The auto-encoder can extract abstract features within image patches and is robust for different types of images. To illustrate the robustness of the auto-encoder, we change the size of the support window w and the value of smooth parameter ε in the guided filter. From Table 2 and Table 3 , we can see that the optimized values of w and ε are similar for the images Teddy and Cones. When we change the cost increase rate c in the BP algorithm, the error rate changes accordingly. The error rate for image pairs is lowest when c is 3 (Table 4 ). We can conclude that the optimized values of the parameters are all similar, even for different image pairs, when the matching cost is computed with abstract features.
However, stack auto-encoder will significantly increase running time of the calculation of matching cost, but this time consumption is only a small part of the whole algorithm, as shown in Table 5 . We can conclude that stack autoencoder only add a little computational overhead of the whole algorithm. Furthermore, stereo matching algorithm should estimate the disparity of each pixel in the image, so large size of image pairs and range of disparities make the running time of the whole algorithm largely than time of training the stack auto-encoder (We need 96.52 seconds to train the network).
B. PERFORMANCE OF THE FILTERED BP ALGORITHM
In this subsection, we evaluate the performance of the proposed BP method. After we computed matching costs with the abstract features extracted by the auto-encoder, we implemented the BP algorithm to estimate the optimized disparity map. Fig. 5 (a) displays the disparity map learned by the standard BP algorithm, illustrating that the BP algorithm can reduce the matching error rate from 48.08% to 3.62%. Additionally, compared to disparity map that is shown in Fig. 4 (c) , almost all noise is eliminated by the BP algorithm. This is mainly because the BP algorithm contains a smooth term that can reduce noise efficiently. However, this smooth term always blurs the edges of objects. To alleviate this weakness, we filter the belief volume of the BP algorithm with a guided filter. The results in Fig. 5 suggest that the edges with a guided filter (Fig. 5 (b) ) are sharper than their counterparts without a guided filter (Fig. 5 (a) ), especially in the arms region of the lamp. Accordingly, the error rate is reduced to 2.56%. Occlusion is another main obstacle to achieving accurate results. We use LRC detection to correct matching errors in occluded regions, which further reduces the error rate to 1.91% (Fig. 6) . We can see that errors take place mainly at the edges of the object. Much attention will be paid to these areas in future work. 
C. ADVANTAGES OF THE PROPOSED CONSTRAINT
Finally, we illustrate the advantages of the entropy constraint applied to the BP algorithm. Fig. 7 shows that the constrained BP algorithm achieves a lower error rate and faster runtime than the standard BP algorithm. This is mainly because the entropy constraint allows the BP algorithm to pass messages only from stable pixels to unstable ones. Furthermore, this entropy constraint can easily be applied to other message passing algorithms. We applied the proposed constraint to the hierarchical BP algorithm [21] and TRW [26] ; the results are shown in Fig. 8 . From Fig. 8 (a) and (c), we can easily see that the constraint does not increase the error rate of the obtained disparity map. Fig. 8 (b) and (d) show that the constraint can speed up these methods. Table 5 shows the running time of the whole algorithm with the standard BP and our constrained BP. Compared to the standard BP algorithm, the proposed constraint can speed up the algorithm obviously. Although the efficient of BP algorithm has been improved, the time consumption is still too high, and more efficient method will be developed in future work.
D. EXPERIMENTS ON OTHER IMAGE PAIRS
Additional experiments have been conducted on other images to further evaluate the performance of the proposed framework. The first three rows in Table 6 show that the results of the proposed method are similar to those of the guided filter and the tree filter. In this paper, we compute matching costs by using abstract features extracted by an auto-encoder. The auto-encoder sacrifices the accuracy of the matching results, but the proposed algorithm is robust for different image pairs. More details can be seen in [10] . The remaining rows in Table 7 show that the guided filter and tree filter achieve good results after disparity refinement. However, the most common refinement methods are useless in this paper, which makes our results worse than the state of the art.
Middlebury 2014 is more complex than 2003. We have experimented on this benchmark to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm, and the results are shown in Table 7 . The first and second columns show that the auto-encoder can dramatically reduce matching errors; it has decreased the average error rate from 33.82% to 21.84%. The proposed method performs better than the guided filter proposed in [16] . In the fourth through seventh rows in Table 7 , we can see that the proposed method is more robust in terms of different image lighting and exposure than are its counterparts. This results would rank 7th on Middlebury evaluation benchmark, as shown in Table 8 .
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we use a stack auto-encoder to extract abstract features before the matching cost computation. These features are invariant for different types of images; they enhance the generality of the proposed algorithm and simplify the design of the sequential matching algorithm for different image pairs. The auto-encoder is an unsupervised learning approach that automatically learns the features of unlabeled data. The main advantages of the auto-encoder are its robustness for different image pairs and shooting environments (in terms of lighting and exposure time), but its accuracy is worse than that of the state of the art method. Then, we filter the belief volume of the BP algorithm with a guided filter to improve its performance near the edges of objects. Furthermore, the BP method is sped up by an entropy constraint; the resulting constrained algorithm is approximately 5 times faster than standard algorithm, without a reduction in accuracy. This constraint is also effective in other message passing algorithms.
Although we have sped up the BP algorithm with a constraint, its computational complexity and memory consumption are still very high; it is necessary to develop a more efficient matching algorithm with a low computational intensity. Another limitation of the proposed algorithm is that we did not pay much attention to pixels near the boundaries of the image, which resulted in many obvious matching errors in these regions; this issue will be solved in the future. 
